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Significant Incidents

June 2, 2023

June 9, 2023 June 11, 2023

June 2023

At approximately 1:05 A.M. a Historic Core BID
officer discovered a vehicle with a broken window

on the 600 block of South Los Angeles St. The
building security was immediately notified. The

owner of the vehicle was notified by the building
security and advised to report the vandalism to the

LAPD. 

At Approximately 11:30 AM, during a patrol,
a Historic Core Safety officer noticed

several individuals consuming drugs and
obstructing the sidewalk. The officer called
for backup and subsequently approached
the group. The officers requested that the
subjects relocate from the area. While the
subjects complied, their cooperation was
hindered by their apparent influence of

drugs, leading to a delay in their relocation.

A Historic Core Safety officer responded to a
hotline report of a pepper spray incident on
Broadway. The safety officers divided their
tasks: one assisted the affected man, while
the other collected details from bystanders

and business employees. Information
revealed that the man had been causing a

disturbance by yelling at passersby. A
bystander, who had left the scene, had used

pepper spray in response. EMTs were
summoned, treated the man, and he left the

area.
 
 
 

June 5, 2023

At approximately 12:00 PM, a Historic Core Safety
officer on patrol observed several individuals

consuming drugs and loitering on the 500 block of
Main Street. The officer approached the individuals

and instructed them to relocate from the area.
After a few minutes, the individuals complied and

relocated.



Significant Incidents

June 15, 2023 June 20, 2023

June 2023

At approximately, 3:00 PM, a Historic
Cord safety officer encountered an
out-of-control Hispanic man. After

investigating, it was determined that
he had set himself on fire. The officer
proceeded to put out the fire using a

fire extinguisher. The man refused
medical attention and was released.

At approximately 9:35 PM,
A Historic Core Safety officer

witnessed a vehicle crash into a city
bike rack. The driver of the vehicle

fled the scene on foot, prompting one
safety officer to contact the LAPD

while another attended to the
passenger, who seemed to be

intoxicated. The safety officers were
able to stand by until the EMT’s

arrived. 

Around 11:30 AM, Historic Core
Safety officers reacted to a hotline
call about an unresponsive white

male at 6th and Spring St. Despite
initial non-cooperation, the safety

officer's persistence paid off,
persuading the subject to move

from the sidewalk.

June 30, 2023Around 5:00 PM, while patrolling the 400
block of Broadway, a Historic Core Safety

officer was alerted by a bystander regarding
an unresponsive man on the ground. Upon

reaching the scene, the officer was informed
that 911 had been called. Although the officer
tried to turn the subject for better assistance,

EMTs arrived before CPR could be
administered. They successfully resuscitated

the individual, taking over the situation.
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